Welcome Beach Party – Nago October 8th 2016
Welcome Party
Starting in the day around 2 pm JETs could choose to stay in Nago for a chill beach and snorkeling day, or hike some
waterfall in Ogimi. A few stayed at the beach while a fair number went up to the falls. I was working so I can only provide
secondary insights on these sections of the day. Then in the evening, began the beach party with pizza and marshmallows.
Unfortunately, I did not take note of the final number of people in attendance. I have laid out the costs below.

Expenditures

Cost Breakdown

Beach Equipment Rentals

¥4000

Pizza & Marshmallows

¥2,4579

Total

¥2,8579

Beach Equipment
Rentals

Pizza & Marshmallows

Summary
I wasn't the only one working that day, so like me many if not most people arrived at night for the beach bonfire part of the
party. While the variety of pizza was great, a lack of table and plates made distributing said pizza a bit slow and difficult
with a few of us having to stack and re-stack the boxes every time we wanted to open one. We managed to make it work
bout it could have been done better. The pizza was pretty good and the price was reasonable. However, a lack of sticks or
pokers made roasting marshmallows and difficult and hot experience. I was also told in the day time that the beach rentals
were difficult to transport, set up, and were hardly used.

In Float ($USD)

In Account

In Float (¥Yen)

Pre-Beach Clean-up

¥15,0878

¥5857

$5.40

Post-Beach Party Balance

¥12,1773

¥6278

$5.40

Current Balance after furikomi test

¥12,2773

¥6278

$5.40

I removed ¥2,9000 from the account to pay for welcome party. After everything was paid for I added the

remaining ¥421 to the float. Also minus ¥108 banking cost and plus ¥3 for some other banking reason. To make
furikomi PDFs we had to send test money to the account. For my furikomi test I removed my furikomi money
directly from the account to return to mine. I now owe Kikaha ¥1378 (¥1000 furikomi and ¥378 bank fee for his
test furikomi)

Treasurers’ thoughts moving forward
n

We didn't need the beach rental equipment (plus it was a hassle), instead plan for more adventure
activities since many people enjoyed the hike.

n

Less cheese pizza! With what it seemed like half the pizza to be straight cheese we could have faired better
with more vegetarian, or meat options. Also need to find a better way to distribute food at a beach party.
Perhaps rent a table and buy some paper plates.

n

Could have used more wood, coolers, roasting sticks, and tarps for sitting.

